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Our audience
Readers: ABC1
Men (58%), Women (42%)
Over the age of 45 (68%)

96% of our readers own at least one piano, and almost all play regularly.  
More than half play for pleasure, and about 30% are students. Loyal to the 
magazine, 84% of readers say they would recommend the magazine to a friend.

Top reasons for buying Pianist: 
• 85% for the tips and advice
• 70% for the sheet music
• 50% for piano maker news and features

Pianist readers are passionate about music: 
• Nearly 70% regularly attend piano events, concerts or festivals
• Over 30% are interested in summer schools and courses.

Reader interests also include: Gardening, Cookery,  
Cycling & Golf, Reading, Walking, Foreign Travel, Arts and Culture.
 

Pianist readers own the following types of piano:

Pianist helps readers with the following:

Acoustic grand
 50%

Digital
34%

Acoustic upright
 50%

Acoustic upright

Acoustic grand

Digital

Choosing a piano

Buying new CDs

Finding a piano  
teacher

Discovering a new 
pianist/composer

Solving a technical or 
piano problem

Solving a technical 
or piano problem

32%

Discovering a new 
pianist/composer

30%

Choosing a piano
15%

Buying new CDs
21%

Finding a piano 
teacher

2%
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Magazine
The

Pianist is the bi-monthly magazine for people who love the piano and is the only “How to Play”  
publication sold worldwide.
 
Pianist contains interviews with star pianists, masterclasses, how-to-play articles, tips and advice from our 
expert teachers, news from piano manufacturers, album and sheet music reviews and more.
 
Every issue includes 40 pages of scores for all levels and tastes, accompanied by a tutorial  
CD of all the pieces featured so readers can listen to the pieces before they learn them!
 
Our circulation continues to rise, with over 450 WHSmiths stores in the UK now stocking Pianist – 
along with a variety of independent retailers, Selfridges, Harrods, Barnes and Nobles and more.

Available in both a print and digital edition worldwide, our circulation and subscription figures are 
always changing so please contact our advertising team for our latest distribution information.
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Digital Edition    
The Pianist award-winning interactive digital edition is enjoyed 
by an ever increasing global audience and is available via the 
following platforms:
 
• iPad (app store)
• iPhone (app store)
• Android Tablet (Android)
• Android Smartphone (Android)
• Kindle Fire (www.pocketmags.co.uk)
• PC (www.pocketmags.co.uk)
• MAC (www.pocketmags.co.uk)
 
With over 22,000 downloads, the Pianist digital edition presents you with 
the opportunity to really engage with your readers. We can include image 
galleries, sound files, video coverage, live web links – why not take a look at 
our free sample issue at www.pocketmags.co.uk. 
 
The reader experience:
• Tutorial video lessons
•  40 pages of sheet music
• Sound files of the music scores featured
• Live web links
• Extensive image galleries
•  A truly interactive magazine, making Pianist a compelling  

read for any piano enthusiast.
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AVOIDING THE BUMPS 
EVEN PLAYING

Evenness has become an 
increasing preoccupation 
for pianists. We gradually 
realise that hearing 
semiquavers emerge 

pristinely from our fingers is as 
important as being able to play fast. 
Understandably, once a pianist has 
built up a set of nimble fingers, they 
may feel inclined to spend their new-
found dexterity at every opportunity. 
I once asked a young pupil why he 
played everything so fast, to which he 
responded, unsurprisingly, ‘because 
I can’. The moment we begin to 
prize the skill of playing with clarity 
we will have turned an important 
corner. From here, we’ll be inclined 
to invest more of our practice time 
improving our control of the keys, 
helping us to become more attuned 
to issues of unevenness. Uneven piano 
playing comes in a variety of guises, 
each equally detrimental; and curing 
unevenness often proves more irksome 
than taking steps to avoid it. 

A stitch in time
Evenness on a harpsichord or organ is 
purely a matter of timing – in other 
words, players need only concern 
themselves with maintaining the 
same time interval between each 
note because the keys are not touch 
sensitive. Accents placed inadvertently 
are therefore simply not noticed unless 
this also results in some notes lasting 
longer than others. For pianists, 
however, unevenness is something of a 
double-whammy – the problem might 
be due to timing issues, dynamic 
bumpiness, or a mixture of both. 
Whenever unevenness appears in your 
playing it is important to gauge which 
aspect – timing or dynamics – is 
causing the problem. 

Fortunately, there are ways we can 
tackle unevenness; for evenness is not 
one ‘thing’, nor can it be remedied in 
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an instant. Top pianists also struggle 
with controlling difficult passagework, 
and often you’ll find that you need to 
keep returning to offending passages 
time and time again, trying a variety 
of approaches, before finally you begin 
to feel you’re conquering the problem. 
On a piano with a heavier action 
our weaker fingers may struggle to 
deliver with the same incisiveness 
our stronger fingers achieve, but 
for each of us unevenness will be a 
subtly different issue that calls for an 
imaginative response.

First, spot where it’s 
happening…
Sometimes we may sense something 
is not sounding as even as we’d like, 
but we can’t quite fathom why it’s 
happening. This isn’t always fixed by 
slowing things down, though that can 
prove helpful when tackling issues 
of hand coordination. The reason 
for this is that when playing at speed 
we use the muscles in our fingers, 
wrists and elsewhere in different ways 
than when playing slowly. Similarly, 
running isn’t fast walking and walking 
isn’t slow running. 

First things first: narrow down the 
problem to one hand, one bar – and 
eventually one finger and one note.  
If there are several issues lining up for 
your attention, then there is likely to 
be more than one anomaly; here are 
ten to start with:
- Poor choice of fingering, making 
evenness infinitely harder
- Wrists seesawing erratically
- Flat fingers, with the large knuckles 
doing all the work
- Playing too far into the keys so that 
they feel heavier and less nimble
- Bearing down from above with an 
arched wrist and/or splayed fingers
- Excessive rotary movement 
or ‘digging in’ with the wrist to 
compensate for weaker fingers
- Hunching over the keyboard
- Elbows, arms or upper body 
becoming too active
- Excessive upper body swaying 
- Tension in your overall technique 

…Now do something about it
Having pinpointed where an issue 
potentially lies, close your eyes, then 
play a few notes either side of the 
uneven ones in a continuous loop for 
a while and feel what’s happening. 
The issue could be one finger moving 
fractionally too far into the key, or 
else the wrist may unwittingly be 
tilting or raising more than it needs to, 
resulting in ungainly bumps. At first, 
do this at the speed you’ve been used 
to playing, so that you are zooming 
in on the problem in its purist form. 
Oddly perhaps, you may be able to 
play a whole stream of semiquavers 
perfectly evenly at, say, crotchet = 60, 
only to find unevenness creeps in just 
one notch faster. With alert eyes and 
ears, this should help you to narrow 
down what’s going wrong. Minimise 
movement without introducing 
tension, though bear in mind that 
your hand shape and size may cause 

Being able to play with perfect fluency is a distant dream 
for many. No need to worry, says Mark Tanner, whose 
tips and tricks will set you on the smooth route  

HOW TO PLAY
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ON AN EVEN KEEL

Narrow down where unevenness is occurring, then 
come at the issue from a variety of angles.

Keep relaxed and still – minimise unnecessary body 
swaying and wrist/arm/elbow movement.

Pay particular attention to what your thumb is doing.

Make small practice loops, and swap straight rhythms 
for dotted ones; also vary articulation.  

Listen intently as you smooth out uneven playing; 
always use the metronome thoughtfully.

1
2
3
4
5

5TOP
TIPS
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Advert type Interactive options Price 

Add a link •  Hyperlink 
Link through to your website

£50

Add a Video •  Video  
15mb max - client to provide

£200

Add a Gallery •  Picture gallery  
5 pictures max - client to provide

£150

Add Audio •  Audio file 
15mb max - client to proivde

£150
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Brand reach

Current reach*: 
Magazine: 13,000
Website: monthly unique users 23,000
Bespoke emails: 9,400
Social media: 36,000
App downloads: 22,628

Total reach:  104,028

*Figures can vary, but are correct at time of publication
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1/2  
page

Landscape

1/4  
page Full 

page

Trim or 3mm Bleed

Trim

Bleed

Position Size (mm) Price (per issue)

Covers 303 x 216 (Bleed)
296 x 210 (Trim)
274 x 190 (Text area)

£1640

Double page 306 x 466 (Bleed)
300 x 460 (Trim)

£2000

Full page 303 x 216 (Bleed)
296 x 210 (Trim)
274 x 190 (Text area)

£1320

Half page 130 x 190 (Landscape)
274 x 94   (Portrait)

£720

1/4 page 130 x 92 (Portrait) £370

Inserts Price

Flyer inserts (under 10 grams) £46 + VAT per 1,000

Brochure insert (under 30 grams) £63 + VAT per 1,000

Classified Directory Size Cost

Lineage (inc. heading)
6 issues

Minimum  
25 words

£1 per word

Semi display
(full colour or mono)

£75 for a small box, £125 for a double  
(or £25 per column cm)

Print Rates & Technical 
Specifications

1/2  
page

Portrait

296mm  x 210mm

130mm  x 92mm

130mm  x 190mm

274mm  x 92mm
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The website
Pianist Online is one of the most popular websites for piano players of 
all levels, with visitors from the UK, USA (45%), Europe (16%), Asia 
(8%), Canada (5%) and Australia (4%).
 
The site, which serves as the online home for Pianist magazine, 
currently attracts 23,000+ unique visitors each month with visitors 
spending time viewing our online tutorial videos, expert blogs and 
buyer’s guide as some of the most popular pages.
 
Social media, Facebook and Twitter now brings Pianist an impressive 
36,000 plus followers.
 
As well as standard banners, sponsored blog posts are also available to 
advertise your business/ service.

Website Ad Size Cost

Leader board 90 x 728 £350 per month

Wide Skyscraper 600 x 160 £250 per month

Large Button 160 x 160 £175 per month

Where Can I Find? £45 per month (includes a print advert)

MPU £200 per month

Social Media £200 per post

Blog/Sponsored content £450

Leaderboard 728x90

Wide  
Skyscraper 
 160x600
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Bespoke emails
With an impressive 40% open rate and 10% click rate, our 
bespoke email statistics far exceed the industry averages.
We send out approximately three emails per month, covering a 
variety of topics and messages. Our emails are read by people 
from around the world, with the majority in the UK (46%) and 
USA (38%).
 
We choose what’s new and exciting in the piano world, offer 
expert playing advice, along with competitions, events and 
links to what’s catching our eye.

Email packages Price

Gold - Two Promotional panels £450

Silver - One promotional panel £250

Bespoke E-Newsletter £950

Targeted E-Newsletter £650
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Advert type Whats included? Price 

Bronze

•  Video on Pianist YouTube channel
•  x1 Social media post
•  x1 Feature panel on a Pianist email
•  x1 News story on Pianist website 

£1250 + VAT

Silver

• Video on PIanist YouTube channel
• x3 Social media posts
• x1 Feature panel on a Pianist email
• x1 Gold news story on Pianist website
•   x1 Product/service blog review on Pianist website
• x1 MPU advert
• x1 Full page print advert in Pianist magazine

£2650 + VAT

Gold

•  Video on Pianist YouTube channel
• x3 Social media posts
• x1 Bespoke email
• x1 Banner advert in a seperate email
• x1 Gold news story
•  x2 Full page printed adverts in Pianist magazine over 12 

months
• x 1 product/service blog review
• Spotify playlist on Pianist channel

£4900 + VAT

Videos   
With a growing number of 62,000 YouTube subscribers, we know 
our followers are very enthusiastic about piano tutorials.

We work with Steinway on every issue to produce a video tutorial 
on different playing techniques taught by pianist Graham Fitch. 
We’ve also worked with Yamaha, Casio and Bechstein, and our 
videos have received up to 519,000 views.


